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Queensland environment groups call for moratorium on growth In SEQ


Thu, 2007-06-14 11:04 by admin 



MEDIA RELEASE

Thursday, 14 June 2007

Environment groups meeting at Coolum Beach on the Sunshine Coast last Sunday, 10th June, called for a moratorium on Local Growth Management Strategies (LGMS’s) under the South East Queensland Regional Plan until after the local government elections in 2008, when local residents would have the chance to vote for candidates based on their views regarding growth.

One of Australia’s leading scientists and finalist for Queenslander of the Year, Professor Ian Lowe, speaker at the weekend conference, said that the existing SEQ Regional Plan accepts the irreversible destruction of SEQ’s lifestyle and biodiversity. “Our unique local natural assets are being destroyed by over-development,” said Professor Lowe.

The State Government’s SEQ Regional Plan is requiring 60,000 hectares of farmland, open space and bushland to be bulldozed and concreted to accommodate over 550,000 new homes.

According to Sunshine Coast Environment Council spokesperson Keryn Jones, environment groups reject the irresponsible population growth targets set for the region through the SEQ Regional Plan and call upon the State and local governments to immediately halt further progress on their respective Local Growth Management Strategies until communities are better informed.

“The LGMS’s are the most important planning documents we will see in our lifetime as they will open up new suburban developments in areas previously inaccessible to developers, lead to high rise in suburban areas, and tie the region into irreversible growth,” said Ms Jones. “Injurious affection laws, unique to Queensland, mean that once land uses have been given the green light it can never turn to orange or red without attracting compensation payouts of many millions of dollars.”

Simon Baltais, President of Sustainable Population Australia SEQ Branch said that the fundamental weakness of the SEQ Plan is that it doesn’t recognise SEQ’s limits to growth. “SEQ will become very ugly and crowded,” he said. “Naturally, many are opposed to these strategies going ahead until the numbers are reconsidered in light of recent carrying capacity studies.”



Simon Baltais: mob: 0412-075-445

Keryn Jones: mob: 0418-982-158



Background paper attached: appeal for moratorium on LGMS
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Re 5th June 2007 World Environment Day

Appeal to the Queensland Government

Take Action on Climate Change and Coastal Development

BACKGROUND

The South East Queensland Regional Plan prepared by the Queensland Government has a population target of 3.96 million people for the region by 2026, up by almost 1.2 million from the 2.78 million current residents. In effect, this represents an average growth rate of 50%, although Beaudesert and Ipswich face 100% growth, and several other areas (notably the Gold and Sunshine Coasts) also face extremely high growth rates. 

Research conducted by Queensland University in 1996 and on-going studies since indicate that the population of South East Queensland already exceeds the area’s sustainable carrying capacity. The current and likely to be chronic shortage of water is the blatant and most pressing indicator, but there are others equally important, such as 75km² of bushland and agricultural land being converted into housing and other urban purposes each year. 

ISSUES

The SEQ Regional Plan even acknowledges that at least an additional 60,000 hectares of land – approximately 12.6% of the total area of SEQ – will be converted to urban use by 2026. We will build more roads but they will be more congested and more public monies will be spent on trying to maintain basic services diverting funds away from services that actually enhance our communities. Currently, infrastructure grids, like those for water, are being set up to support floundering infrastructure and services in other communities at the expense of diluting the quality of life in others.

In the Gold Coast alone there are predicted to be an additional 116,900 dwellings over the next 20 years, accommodating a projected additional 244,000 persons by 2026, over 40% in Greenfield, previously undeveloped, sites.

There is widespread and genuine community fear that these high population targets will soon push ecosystems to that tipping point. We recognise that many of our most profitable and sustainable industries and the health of our communities are underpinned by these natural systems. 

The escalating level of public disquiet over population growth in South East Queensland and the fact that consultation during preparation of the SEQ Regional Plan did not include consultation on population levels, should trigger a total reconsideration of the South East Queensland Regional Plan and its population targets. 

The number of residents to be accommodated needs to be reconsidered in light of the SEQ Regional Nature Conservation Strategy, biodiversity mapping, climate change predictions of increased drought, bushfire and flood, and ecological services mapping.

Further, supporters of continued growth must be required to provide evidence that such growth is not having a negative impact upon SEQ residents and the environment upon which it relies.

Once gazetted, the Local Growth Management Strategies (LGMS) which Councils are currently required to prepare under the South East Queensland Regional Plan will open up new areas for development and lock in the high population growth. 

REQUESTS

Our organisations reject the irresponsible and unsustainable population growth targets set for the region through the South East Queensland Regional Plan. Accordingly we the undersigned, representing our respective memberships, call upon the State and local governments to halt immediately further progress on their respective Local Growth Management Strategies until after:

	an extensive review of the figures to be accommodated, considering: the impacts of climate change on the Region (reduced rainfall, increased extremes of risk of bushfire and flooding); the value and extent of the Region’s biodiversity and other nature conservation values; the ecological services provided by natural areas; and, the requirement for open space for both residents and visitors.
	an extensive community education campaign has taken place throughout 2007-2008 to provide residents and ratepayers full disclosure and understanding of the social, environmental and economic impacts that overpopulation has already caused, and will continue to cause into the future;
	the people of Queensland have had the opportunity to assess candidates on their position on the population issue and the March 2008 local government elections and Council amalgamations have occurred; and,
	legislation is enacted to allow local governments to prohibit development and to remove injurious affection from the development process.






 


	Read more about Queensland environment groups call for moratorium on growth In SEQ

 



Cate Molloy: Traveston chosen because "the people in the valley were all Nationals"


Wed, 2007-02-07 00:00 by admin 



Media Release: Cate Molloy reveals truth about Beattie's dam decision
6th February 2007
The Southern Cross Federal Independent Candidate for Wide Bay, Cate Molloy, today revealed what she claimed is the truth about Beattie's decision to build a dam at Traveston on the Mary River.
"Beattie's decision to put the dam at Traveston was purely political, and the public need to know this when debating other options," she said.
"It was only because the area was strongly National Party that he decided he would put the dam there," said Cate Molloy.
"I was actually at the Caucus Meeting when he said in as much words that it didn't really bother him about placing it in the Mary Valley as mostly only National Party voters lived there," said Cate Molloy.
"Beattie was desperate to be seen as pro-active on water with the election coming on," she said.
"His government had done nothing about water infrastructure and was caught out," said Ms Molloy.
"So to find a way out, Beattie did an about face on Labor's earlier opposition to dams and had a list of preferred sites drawn up. Traveston was actually the fifth best choice," she said.
"But Beattie knew all the better sites would actually impact more on Labor voters, so Beattie chose Traveston," said Cate Molloy.
"I remember vividly that the Minister for Police, Judy Spence, strongly supported his decision, whereas I opposed it," said Ms Molloy.
"Judy actually sprang to her feet and said the dam should be placed there as the people in the valley were all Nationals, never voted Labor and never would anyway, so why should anybody care," Cate Molloy said.
"To me, Beattie's Traveston decision was never really about the water crisis, it was more about political expedience and morally corrupt," said Cate.


	Southern Cross Party
	Save the Mary River
	Cate Molloy


 


	Read more about Cate Molloy: Traveston chosen because "the people in the valley were all Nationals"

 



Poaching doctors from poor countries: A crime against humanity?


Sat, 2007-01-06 17:35 by James Sinnamon 



by Don Owers (don.o AT bigpond net au)
Original in December 2006 newsletter(pdf - 315k) of Sustainable Population Australian (www.population.org.au) 
Rich countries rely on recruiting foreign health and medical staff, increasingly from Asia and Africa. The saving in training costs by skilled immigration world wide amounts to $552 Billion, almost equal to the third world debt.
The June 2005 a New Internationalist article on Health and Migration extracted from the World Health Organisation report, describes the impact on third world countries of the loss of their medical staff. Some of the points made are:
Zambia only retained (due to migration) 50 of the last 600 physicians it trained. The Philippines loses 14,000 nurses abroad every year, more than they are training. There is one optometrist for every 4000 people in the UK; in Africa it is one to a million and in Mali it is one to 8 million (New Scientist, August 20, 2005)
Almost 25% of doctors in Australia Canada and the US are overseas trained. There are more doctors from Ethiopia in Washington DC than there are in Ethiopia and more doctors from Benin working in France than there are in Benin.
And it gets worse. Some of the trained people get caught up with migration agencies and have much of their salary deducted for "expenses". Some work for nothing during training periods.
The Australian Medical Association (AMA) says Australia is short nearly 2000 doctors and at the present rate of training will be 40,000 nurses short by 2010. Consequently one of the largest intakes in Australia's Skills Migration scheme has been doctors, nurses and even medical researchers.
At the Mersey Community hospital at Latrobe there is not one Australian-trained doctor. At Launceston General half the doctors are overseas trained, with ten recruited from Bangladesh . The Government seems happy to take doctors from poor countries where the loss of just one doctor must surely outweigh any minor development aid we provide. In fact, since it must inevitably lead to avoidable deaths, especially in Africa, doctorpoaching should be described as a crime against humanity. It must be amongst the most damaging economic processes ever to be inflicted upon a third world country.
The Minister for Immigration says that Australia has adopted a policy of not taking skilled migrants from disadvantaged countries. But she ignores the effect of 'musical skills'. Britain recruits around 15,000 nurses a year from other countries and loses around 8,000 to emigration, many to Australia. South Africa loses almost half its doctors to Britain and Australia and it recruits from its northern, and far poorer, neighbours. Australia, by recruiting trained medical staff from overseas, even from Britain, fuels the demand for medical staff from disadvantaged countries and in so doing is plundering their intellectual resources.
The parliamentary secretary to the Immigration Minister recently stated that Australia must increase skilled immigration numbers because we cannot train enough of our own people. He was referring to all disciplines, not just health professionals.
Australia, one of the world's richest nations, has neglected its own training and education for years. In this interconnected world, the impact is rebounding on the world's poorest nations. Once, Australia provided education for less fortunate nations through the Columbo Plan. Today we cannot afford to educate our own. We subsidize our Universities by enrolling fee-paying overseas students with the promise of Australian Residency as an incentive. There is no long term planning even for our own future needs.
The solutions are not simple. Nor will they be cheap. The most expensive and longest training has suffered the biggest cut backs in what has been essentially a cost cutting exercise. For instance, it takes around 14 years to train a school leaver to become a competent surgeon at around 32 years of age and at present there are limited training places available.
Governments of developed nations, ours and others, are unlikely to willingly give up the cash cow of skills migration. The benefits of skills training particularly at higher levels, are remote from the next election. Already Australia's defence budget exceeds that for education and training. We need to focus the attention of humanitarian groups on the damaging impacts of skills immigration, to campaign against the practise and for an international agreement requiring developed notions to recompense the homeland nations for the training cost of the imported skilled workers.
When confronted by so many failures of government and with an opposition often indistinguishable in its policies, it is easy to champion causes that are really just symptoms of a much deeper malaise. Those who campaign vigorously for refugee rights often miss the point that refugees generally don't want to leave their place of birth and travel by dangerous means to a strange land with different cultures. They are forced to do so for social, political or environmental reasons which are not addressed by accepting them in Australia.
It would be tempting but incorrect to say that we had no part in their expulsion and are powerless to prevent it occurring. The developed countries are largely to blame for the failure of third world countries. We steal their natural resources, timber, fish, diamonds minerals and enslave their poor in sweated workshops to feed our demand for consumer goods. And, as if to make sure they can never rise out of their predicament,
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The Australian's white-anting of Australian democracy continues


Wed, 2007-01-03 11:49 by James Sinnamon 



Rupert Murdoch's media empire, since it successfully campaigned to bring down the Whitlam government in 1974 and 1975, has similarly abused its power all over the globe in order to ensure that only governments, whose policies are acceptable to it, will remain in office.
The strategy has two prongs. The first is to support political parties and politicians who most overtly represent his interests and oppose those who don't. The second is to influence such parties, such as the Labor Party, which aren't always so inclined, to do so.
This is what it has been attempting to do with Kevin Rudd since he took over from Kim Beazley as opposition leader.
Almost immediately editorials and opinion pieces appeared urging that Rudd water down Labor's commitment to scrap John Howard's "Work Choices" legislation.
The latest example is it's editorial "I.R. still won't win Rudd his dream job"of 3 January. In the same edition a report "Voters reject IR changes"shows that Newpsoll has found that 33% of Australians felt that they were worse off as a consequence of Howard's "work choices" legislation whilst only 14% felt that they were better off.
47% said that it would be bad for the economy and 45% said that it would not help create jobs.
Nevertherless, the editorial writers have endeavoured to twist these around into an argument for Rudd nevertherless retaining these laws.
The editorial claims, "Even if Australians are less than convinced by the new workplace regime, there is scant evidence they are prepared to change their votes over it."
If the editorial writer gets his/her way, the public won't be given any choice in the 2007 elections on the "Work Choices" legislation that was not even put to them in 2004.
If, instead, Rudd does decide to give voters a real choice, the the Murdoch newsmedia can be relied upon to do its utmost to prevent him from winning office.


Topic: 
	democracy
	politics
	media
	Propaganda Watch
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Extreme fires, melting polar ice put world on notice - time is running out


Wed, 2006-12-13 13:14 by admin 



Media Release
Wednesday, 13 December 2006
All Australians should be alarmed at the accelerating rate of global warming highlighted by melting polar ice and extreme fires, the Australian Greens said today.
"Climate change is exacerbating bushfires in Australia because of higher temperatures, higher evaporation rates and changed rainfall patterns, as confirmed today by the chief of the Bushfire Cooperative Research Centre, Kevin O'Loughlin," Greens climate change spokesperson Senator Christine Milne said in Hobart.
"At the same time there is more news about the impact of climate change on the polar regions, with US researchers having calculated that the Arctic will be without ice in summer by 2040 or earlier because of the impact of carbon emissions.
"There is no time to delay. Australia cannot afford to wait for strategies like nuclear power and carbon capture and storage that will not reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 2020, after which time it will be too late to stop catastrophic climate change.
"The federal government must immediately introduce a national cap on Australia's greenhouse gas emissions, implement an emissions trading scheme and set a national energy efficiency target with policies to achieve it."
Katrina Willis
Adviser
Senator Christine Milne
Phone 03 6234 4566
Fax 03 6234 2144
Mobile 0437 587 562
www.christinemilne.org.au
---
See also  "We Fiddle as the Continent Turns to Dust" by Paul Sheehan.
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Can fossil fuels be replaced?


Tue, 2006-12-12 15:30 by James Sinnamon 



The following is from a larger article, "Peak Oil and the Preservation of Knowledge" by Alice Friedemann (Link to http://www.energybulletin.net/18978.html was broken. Now changed to http://www.energybulletin.net/node/18978 -  Ed, 14 Jun 11) from www.energybulletin.net. An abridged version "The fragility of microprocessors" (Link similarly fixed) can be found on the same site. This article refutes the kind of argument frequently put by people who argue against the urgency of taking action to preserve our world's stock of fossil fuels. A typical #comment-38071">example can found in a discussion on Peak Oil on John Quiggin's blog site of November 2005:

Plenty of options exist. Solar and its derivatives (wind, wave, tidal etc) all have good chances and, with some serious work, could answer the problem. If a more immediate need is there, nuclear is already there. For cars, hydrogen is a suitable energy storage mechanism in the medium term and batteries or hybrids will work now. There is no major crisis, nor will there be.

The important thing now is not to panic and start forcing solutions - let the market signals work their way through and sort it out. It has worked in the past and will in the future.


It is often difficult, without the hard facts and sound, such as are to be found in the article below, to refute these kinds of cock-sure assertions that technology, particlarly technology operating in a world in which market forces are unfettered, will solve all of our looming problems of overpopulation and resource scarcity.

Please refer to original document for footnotes. 



Published on 7 Jan 2006 by Energy Bulletin.
Replacing fossil fuels with some other energy source

 by Alice Friedemann

At one time, the Energy Returned on Energy Invested (EROI) for oil was at least 100 to 1.1 We are reaching the point where the EROI of oil will be 1 and no more drilling will take place.17 It was while the EROI of oil was high that most of our current infrastructure was built.

Evidence suggests that the EROI of corn ethanol is less than one, which means it takes more energy to make than you get out of it â€“ an energy sink.

Pimentel and Patzek have shown that it takes twenty seven to fifty seven percent more fossil fuel energy to create ethanol or biodiesel than you get in the energy returned. Worse yet, this is done at a tremendous environmental cost, since biofuel crops harm soil structure and remove the nutrients, deplete groundwater, pollute water with pesticides, insecticides, and herbicides, cause eutrophication of water via nitrogen runoff, increase soil erosion, and contribute to air pollution and global warming at the ethanol plant and when burned in cars.18

Even if the highest claim of a net energy for ethanol of 1.67 were true, a much greater EROI than .67 is needed to run civilization. The 1 in the 1.67 is needed just to make the ethanol. An EROI of .67 has 150 times less energy than oil when we started building American infrastructure.

Charles A. S. Hall, who has been studying net energy for decades, believes that youâ€™d need an EROI of at least 5 to run civilization, because you need to include the energy to make the machines, mitigate environmental damage, feed and house the workers, etc.19

For example, consider a windmill composed of steel and concrete. A windmill farm in the Escalante desert, built to produce 5.55 TWh of power, would require 13.8 million pounds of aluminum, 2.8 trillion pounds of concrete, 639 billion pounds of steel, etc. The wind farm would occupy over 189 square miles.20 Pacca & Horvath donâ€™t give the capacity factor for these windmills, but an often used number is 30% (i.e. wind blows hard enough 30% of the time), so a 5.55 TWh wind farm might serve around 175,000 to 350,000 people, depending on the wind speed and how close people were to the windmills, since power is lost via transmission over long distances.

In 1992 such a wind farm would cost 200 million dollars, which doesnâ€™t include labor and maintenance costs, and would serve less than one percent of the United States population. It would cost over $200,000,000,000 to build enough windmills to generate electrical power for everyone (though of course, you couldnâ€™t, since not all areas have enough wind). With energy prices many times higher now than in 1992, the cost would be far more expensive.

After fossil fuels are gone, the windmills must be able to generate enough energy to maintain themselves and build new windmills, including all of the equipment used to mine the metal and concrete components, forge metal into blades and towers, and build the trucks and roads that enable windmills to be delivered to their sites. Windmill energy must also provide the energy to build and maintain the electric grid and storage battery infrastructure, and all of the people involved in the process. Any extra energy could now be used to run civilization.

Itâ€™s often said that once oil goes to â€œxâ€� dollars a barrel, alternative energy will become economically viable. But this will never happen, because the alternative energy infrastructure is built with fossil-fuel inputs, so alternative energy sources will always cost more than oil. To even talk about energy using dollar figures makes no sense -- you canâ€™t stuff dollar bills down your gas tank.

Energy can be reduced to physics, to the laws of thermodynamics and other rules that the Big Bang bequeathed our universe. Oil has been a free lunch, one that nature spent hundreds of millions of years making, reducing 196,000 pounds of plant matter into one gallon of gasoline â€“ pure, unadulterated solar power that no alternative energy source but fusion could possibly hope to replace.21 Oil is also incredibly easy to use, ship, and store.

The number of scientists who insist that alternative energies can substitute for fossil fuels, and ignore or deny the basic laws of physics and thermodynamics is frightening. Itâ€™s reminiscent of Lysenkoism.




	energy
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We Fiddle as the Continent Turns to Dust


Tue, 2006-12-12 01:56 by admin 



By Paul Sheehan

The Sydney Morning Herald

Go to original, also posted in www.truthout.org

Monday 23 October 2006

All attempts to turn Australia into a new Europe have failed miserably, writes Paul Sheehan.

The Roman emperor Nero is best remembered for having his mother and wife assassinated, murdering his second wife, indulging in orgies, concerts and sporting spectacles while persecuting Christians, and blaming them for the great fire of Rome during which, most infamously, he supposedly played the lyre from the balcony of his palace. Nero playing while Rome burned is myth. The rest is not.

I wonder what history will say about us when we are gone, off to that great absolute water frontage in the sky?

That we fiddled while Rome burned? That we were the wealthiest society in our history, worth more than $350,000 for every man, woman and child, with the biggest homes, the most cars, the highest debt, the lowest savings, the highest rates of obesity and excess weight, and the greatest amount of consumerism, gambling and drug consumption, while the landscape, the lifeblood of the nation, died around us, a disaster drowned out by the clamour of consumerism.

Harsh? We have elected a prime minister, four times, who has led Australia through an era of unbroken and unprecedented prosperity, yet appeared obdurately impervious to the greatest issue of our times. He promised to reduce the size and intrusiveness of government but instead increased federal taxes, including the GST, to a peacetime record of 25.7 per cent of gross domestic product, but did not use this unprecedented flow of funds to mobilise the nation against the greatest threat to its survival. Two great strokes of fortune marked his longevity as leader - the economic revolution in China, and an opposition dominated by the factional Frankensteins of the Labor Party and the post-Trotskyite ratbags of the Greens#fn1">1.

All the while, month after month, year after year, the implacable advance of Australia's collective environmental stupidity crept closer until it is now within striking distance of the coastal capitals. After 200 years of trying to turn this continent into another Europe, we are now in retreat, as the arid zones advance.

In this column in August last year, I wrote about a highly innovative grazing enterprise, Coombing Park, not far from Orange, run by George King, who inherited a badly eroded property and turned it into a showpiece, using holistic landcare techniques that are absent from most rural businesses. He had been forced to drop the stock level on Coombing Park to 40 per cent of peak capacity and was deeply worried for the future. As we flew over the western plains in his Cessna 182, he said: "Our politicians and bureaucrats are still illiterate about this environment. We're still treating the symptoms, not the underlying cause. Droughts and water shortages are just symptoms."

Fifteen months later, what is happening on Coombing Park?

"We are going down to 20 per cent stocking rate, which is below our cost of production," King told me on Friday. "Our business cannot trade for many more years if we erode our equity each year. Even the best farmers are suffering now. The bush is dying. The towns, the landscape, the rivers are being killed by this climate change."

Note the term "climate change." Not "drought."

"What I am seeing is a compounding effect," he said. "As more country is stripped bare and dried out we expose more soil. This is releasing more carbon into the atmosphere. Organic carbon levels are falling, and the soil is losing its colour. There are more fires than ever because the dry summers are adding enormous amounts of carbon into the atmosphere and creating more bare ground. So when we do get rain it will be much less effective...."

"I have no doubts this will all accelerate as time passes. Pretty soon we will be able to see the great deserts from the Great Dividing Range."

We are creating deserts out of farmland. And when the rains do come, heavy rain will bring problems, not just relief. An enormous amount of topsoil is sitting dry and exposed, vulnerable to run-off.

Does anyone in the Federal Government accept the scale of this disaster, or are we going to keep handing out multimillion-dollar Band-Aids to lost causes? For the past four years, this column has asked, in every possible way, when our popular culture is going to admit that the 200-year national project to turn Australia into another Europe has been a collective national delusion:

"Face the facts" (Sep 18, 2006), "A horror world of our making" (Oct 24, 2005), "The disgrace of Cubbie Station" (Aug 29, 2005), "A new way of seeing green" (Aug , 2005), "The collapse of the wide, brown land" (Feb 21, 2005), "Riding for a fall" (Jan 15, 2005), "Continent at risk" (Jan 10, 2005), "The natural disaster in our midst", (Jan 3, 2005), "The issue that reigns over them all" (Jul 4, 2004), "Nothing but a wasteland", (Jun 28, 2004), "Dwarfing every other issue" (May 17, 2004), "Two degrees between life and death" (Apr 26, 2004), "A nation hostage to the gum" (Jan 30, 2003), "A ravaged country on the way out" (Jan 23, 2003), "Fire and water will define us" (Dec 9, 2003), "The great water crisis", (Dec 7, 2002).

The "great water crisis" was four years - and 17 columns on the subject - ago. Tim Flannery's seminal warning "The Future Eaters" was published 12 years ago. The crisis has since quickened and broadened. It is affecting food prices. It should soon bite as deeply on the psyche as oil prices. And it is being compounded by global warming.

Yet most people still talk about the "drought." It is not a drought. It is climate change. We changed the landscape. We cut, stripped, gouged, channelled and laid it bare. And thus changed the climate. How can we solve a problem when we can't even name it, and thus still can't even face it?

---

Footnotes

[bookmark: fn1]1. Whist the site editors are critical of the Greens in many ways, particularly their failure to adopt policies in favour of population control, they don't endorse Paul Sheehan's view of the Greens as 'post-Trotskyite ratbags'. A media release from Greens Senator Christine Milne, entitled "Extreme fires, melting polar ice put world on notice - time is running out" dated 13 Dec 06 here.
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Water recycling in Queensland
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Sun, 2006-12-10 10:51 by mike 



Fellow Green Comrades,
I write because I am concerned green groups will jump in to support water recycling without putting pressure on the government.
We don't have a water problem so much as a population problem, a population problem which drives growth and which exacerbates greenhouse emissions. These emissions also exacerbate droughts, quite likely making any normal drought some 10 to 30% worse than it would otherwise have been.
The government wants to instigate water recycling, but will happily continue to approve the building of 25,000 + new houses in SE Qld every year. The building of every one of these houses results in the emission of at least 100 tonnes of GHG's, and every year, at least 2.5 million tonnes of GHG's are emitted because of building alone. Then, because none of these houses are efficient, they continue emitting some 6 to 10 tonnes a year each (some 200,000 tonnes in total) through their electricity usage. So every year, development in Qld alone is responsible for the growth of emissions to the tune of some 2.75 million tonnes of CO2. That's growth, every year that much more pollution enters our atmosphere.
The newly 'created' water coming from recycling will almost certainly be used as an excuse to drive more development.
Unless an immediate moratorium on development is demanded by green groups, we should not support any water recycling, and in fact actively campaign against such a measure. I believe that without the support of green groups there is a very high likelihood that the referendum will fail, and the government knows it.
I have no problem whatever with drinking recycling water. I won't vote for it though. South East Queensland is already overpopulated, the madness must stop.
Mike Stasse
Cooran
---
I have just sent the above letter to Green groups in Qld. I would urge you to do like wise. E-mail addresses include:
info {AT} scec org au,
campaign {AT} wilderness org au,
secretary {AT} qld greens org au,
admin {AT} qccqld org au
Mike
---
Postscript: Please register your opposition to Beattie's water recycling plan on this online poll at www.wateroptions.net.
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Leadership needed on trees


Mon, 2006-12-04 15:33 by James Sinnamon 



Julian Kennedyâ€™s article â€œDevelopment stumpedâ€� (Westside News, 8 November) revealed a disappointing lack of civic leadership from both sides of the Brisbane City Council on the importance of planting trees. Our city is growing rapidly in population and is increasing its density through infill and smaller blocks in greenfield areas â€“ steadily reducing public space per person available for outdoor exercise and fitness activities and environmental amenity. Alarmingly, Brisbane is also becoming hotter and drier through climate change.
Trees are critical to protecting our quality of life. We need to value and preserve existing trees and plant many more now where open space is available.
Councilâ€™s Open Space Strategy document, published in Your City Your Say, October 2006, notes that â€œmany of [Brisbaneâ€™s valued biodiversity, recreational and scenic amenity] assets exist on freehold land in private ownership, adding complexity to how we plan and manage the cityâ€™s open space.â€� It says that â€œretaining trees in private lands is critical to maintaining a leafy, green, subtropical character for Brisbaneâ€�, and further, â€œCouncil believes that retaining private tree cover and making new spaces for trees within new residential developments is essential.â€�
Indeed â€“ but where is the leadership to see this implemented?
Good tree cover brings a substantial economic return, as well as benefiting the living and physical environment and â€“ by no means least! â€“ lifting the human spirit.
Trees reduce atmospheric carbon dioxide, abating greenhouse warming. They reduce air pollution. They reduce stormwater runoff, preventing loss of topsoil, preventing harmful pollutants from entering our waterways, increasing the absorption of water, keeping the soil damp for longer, allowing for slower release of water into creeks and waterways, thereby protecting water catchments. They keep the air cooler.
They provide habitat for animals, birds and other living things â€“ and are we not stewards of the living as well as the physical environment? They also make the environment much more attractive and enjoyable to us.
Brisbane City Councilâ€™s Urban Heat Island Map shows the most densely treed areas of Brisbane being over 2 degrees cooler than the average for the metropolitan area.
By cooling the whole environment, and especially when planted so as to shade buildings, they greatly reduce the need for air conditioning. This cuts property ownersâ€™ energy bills, slows the need for capital works to expand electricity generation capacity, and reduces greenhouse gas emissions by lowering the need for (coal-fired) electricity.
The local authority of Sacramento, California views one tree as being equal to 5 room air conditioners running 20 hours per day. This represents millions of dollars in annual cooling costs.
Dense tree cover creates an excellent baffle against noise, as well as giving desirable â€˜characterâ€™ to suburbs fortunate enough to have it.
And of course, the presence of tree corridors and large trees lifts property values. If Laurel Avenue, Chelmer had its huge trees removed, its average property values would undoubtedly fall by hundreds of thousands of dollars!
Trees confer still more benefits on human health and behaviour. There is strong evidence that a green and leafy environment engenders lower levels of fear and violent and aggressive behaviour. Patients in hospital recover more quickly when they can look at a view of nature. Office workers are more productive, have higher job satisfaction and take fewer sick days. Shoppers will also stay longer and spend more on their shopping in tree-lined shopping areas.
Trees give us both micro and macro benefits. The micro ones relate to our immediate environment: our sense of peace, beauty, pleasantness of where we live, our property values, and energy bills.
The macro or â€˜big pictureâ€™ values are hugely important also but in the current situation are at risk of being ignored. Climate change is upon us and it is vital for both sides of Council to show leadership in creating a â€˜carbon sinkâ€™ in South-East Queensland.
It is disgraceful for Council to withhold action to protect existing tree cover and expand it where possible, out of concern that affected property owners might resort to â€˜panic clearingâ€™, as Westside News reported.
If the State Government can legislate to prevent unauthorized land clearing in rural areas, canâ€™t a combination of it and Council do the same within the Greater Brisbane area?
What is needed is strong leadership at all levels â€“ a commitment to influence the public perception about the value of trees. We may need a debate about the common good and how this can be reconciled with maintaining individual rights. Our leaders must promote a culture that values and protects trees, rather than one where people are either afraid of them or consider them of nuisance value.
from an article submitted by the Taringa Trees group to Brisbane's local WestSide News newspaper, November 2006. It was published in part in the edition of 29 November. For further information, contact David Truman on 0422 076 079, or e-mail truman7 [AT] westnet com au.
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Winning the Dinosaur Stakes


Fri, 2006-11-24 11:35 by Rob Wilson 



#thorium" id="thorium">Thorium as a replacement for Uranium and fossil fuels?
I think even the most ardent advocates of Thorium would have to grant that Thorium is neither clean or safe. It is only comparatively so when talking of other nuclear fuels. I bet that these groupies of the nuclear industry would not let their kids near Thorium waste for 500 years.
I understand that its reputation as 'clean' derives partly from the fact that a Thorium reactor can use waste from conventional reactors and its advocates say that it can thus be used to convert waste which will be lethal for thousands of years into stuff that is only deadly for 500 years. It is seen as a 'cleaner' technology rather than a 'clean' one. And it is seen as a clean-up technology rather than a 'clean' one. It probably will be a serious consideration for the nuclear club when that party sees an end to cheap Uranium and the increasing cost of Uranium wastes. Could we call that Peak Uranium? At that time look for full development of this partly developed Thorium technology.
In any case Thorium has other disadvantages which puts it in perspective. It will run out like oil, coal and uranium and thus it is not one of the long term solutions to the energy needs of our society. What we need to concentrate on now is solving the sustainability problem which Thorium doesn't even address.
Can you see the sun and the wind running out in the next billion years?
Thorium will not plough a remote paddock or make a remote road unless it can be adapted to small power plants capable of running a tractor which is the big job that oil and even coal can do and have done for us in the past so it is not a replacement for oil. There is hardly any justification for great enthusiasm? Unless we can develop a small boiling water unit powered by Thorium to run a steam engine then Thorium is not going to replace coal and oil in agriculture and transport.
#DinosaurStakes" id="DinosaurStakes">The Dinosaur Stakes
Thorium doesn't even get us into the Dinosaur stakes. The Dinosaur stakes is a long distance handicap race where other species and groups compete with the Dinosaurs in longevity on this planet and in energy sustainability. Our species has been give a handicap in this race by the stewards and that handicap derives from us having bigger and more complex brains than the Dinosaurs. We have also made it more difficult for ourselves by earning demerit points through the cheating we have engaged in so far.
The Dinosaurs eventually didn't make it to the end of the course except that they did send their proxies (the birds and mammals like us) on in their place. The Dinosaurs may have dipped out because they had an energy problem based on their negligence in developing external insulation. Look at the animals that survive above water in Antarctic and arctic conditions and you will see external insulation layers in the form of fat, feathers and fur. The Dinosaurs that died out didn't have these and only the ones that did develop these seemed to have been the ones to send descendants on into present day species. Many species of Dinosaur may not have been able to make it through a temporary crisis caused by the big asteroid that struck the earth in Mexico. That asteroid caused lots of dust to blanket the earth for years causing an asteroid winter and throwing each Dinosaur into its personal energy crisis. No food or little food, no insulation and no energy.
But Dinosaurs, even though they didn't make it did very well compared to us and are well ahead so far in the Dinosaur stakes. They were around for 145 million years and we have only been around for about 1 million years.
They were completely sustainable in terms of energy. They didn't have an energy shortage except at the very end and they did not pollute their planet with their wastes. All their wastes were part of the biocycle of the planet and they did not overload any part of the system with their wastes which is more than we can boast.
We have a long way to go to catch up with the Dinosaurs and we have already run into problems. We have been living profligately on borrowed sunlight in the form of oil and coal and we have not developed an alternative for when these finite forms of energy run out. Before we began to rely on coal and oil we used the sustainable form of stored sunlight readily available in the form of wood but at the start of the industrial revolution it became very apparent that we would consume all the trees if we didn't find an alternative quickly. Rather than develop a sustainable form of stored sunlight we started living on borrowed time by copping out and just digging up stored sunlight that other species had stored (coal and oil). The rules say that you can use solar energy or stored solar energy but in order to use stored solar energy you must have stored the energy yourself. You can not come along and simply appropriate the energy stored by others.
In the Dinosaur stakes that is considered cheating.
To simply take up Thorium is simply going to damage our reputation more and to consolidate our image as cheats.
What we have to do is to seriously try to stand on our own two feet and develop our own forms of stored solar energy that we can use to help us make it through the next 144 million years.
We want to win this race don't we?
Of course we do so lets get serious and forget this talk of Thorium for the present. There is serious work to be done. When we have done the work that has to be done we can then come back and look at these finite energy sources like oil coal, tar sands, and the dangerous ones like Uranium and Thorium, etc. When we have developed a plentiful supply of solar energy and stored solar energy then we will be free to intelligently opt for non renewables in special circumstances. Then we can use them responsibly without threatening our environment and where it is appropriate to use a valuable finite energy source. In such a climate oil will be looked on as being a valuable and wonderful natural mineral product and will be used gratefully and sparingly.
Originally Posted to the Running On Empty Oz (roeoz) mailing list at groups.yahoo.com/group/roeoz
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Water trading will create barons


Wed, 2006-11-08 02:01 by admin 



The decision by the Prime Minister and four state leaders to commence water trading in the southern states will lead to exploitation of a scarce resource and cost farmers and the environment dearly, according to Member for Calare Peter Andren.
"Anyone watching the manipulation of utility markets around the world can see how water trading will create water barons and lead to manipulation of the market, just as privatisation of the Snowy Scheme would lead to electricity market manipulation," Mr Andren said.
"While there needs to be a radical change in water use practices in Australian agriculture, such as far more incentive to invest in drip irrigation, water trading will disadvantage family farms and advantage speculators and urban water purchasers who can spread the cost over businesses and households.
"The plethora of Managed Investment Schemes, attracting 100% tax write-offs, has exacerbated the water crisis and created a glut in products such as grapes.
"Meanwhile managed investment tree plantations are not paying for the water they absorb and prevent from running off to the benefit of all water users.
"What price must Australians pay for crucial environmental flows under this scheme?
"I don't believe the market will deliver anything other than profiteering from a resource that belongs to all. Who is to say which is the most productive and efficient crop when it can be argued that rice production is a huge over-user of water in a dry continent?
"Most Australians would have hoped today's talks might lead to a national referendum on handing water rights to the Commonwealth, and the establishment of a system to properly licence water entitlements based on national need.
From a media release from Peter Andren, Independent MP for rural NSW seat of Calare, 7 Nov 06. See also www.peterandren.com
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The Diagnosis: Mass Denial
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Mon, 2006-11-06 17:18 by mike 



The Diagnosis: Mass Denial
And Other Forms of Ecological Avoidance Syndrome (EAS)
One can only marvel at the sweeping paradox of our time.
We have the blessing and the curset to be living in a time in which scientists have repeatedly reported on the imminent destruction - and in many cases, collapse - of major parts of virtually all of the earth's principle ecosystems. The rate of destruction, overall, is accelerating rapidly.
In spite of the abundant and verifiable evidence, political leaders continue to be elected, both in this country and abroad, who clearly do not have protection of the environment as a high priority,
and so we drift rapidly toward further impending disasters of catastrophic dimensions. While it is politically correct to mention the importance of environmental conservation, the voting record of politicians makes their priorities clear to see. And as the saying goes, if you're not outraged, then you're not paying attention.
How on earth did we get into this mess?? And even more importantly, how do we get out of it? An examination of the psychology involved may prove crucial to ensuring that the earth is restored to being a healthy place for humans and other species, and indeed, to ensuring our very survival.
One does not need to look far to make the observation that people will usually opt for what is most comfortable and least expensive in the short term, even when their future may be made very uncomfortable and expensive by those choices. If this were not so, then the case for eating healthy foods (as one example among many) that generally cost more and are not as enticing tastewise (at first) would not need to be made by doctors. On a collective scale, we see this principle at work in the destruction of the rainforests (the mind-numbing statistic of an acre destroyed every second is still true) and in the leveling of the small remaining percentage of old growth forests around the world. This is continuing despite the fact that in doing so we are destroying the lungs of the planet, the primary converter of carbon dioxide to oxygen. What is wrong with this picture?
On the personal level, the situatioin is similar to our proclivity for deep and dramatic transformation when the doctor tells us that we have two years to live. Suddenly, we become much more aware of the importance of our relationships with family and friends, of appreciating the natural beauty in each moment, of making our lives meaningful. The trivial preoccupations that have filled our life fall away quickly, and we deepen as people, bringing out levels of feeling and expression that are very fulfilling by contrast, even with the challenges of deteriorating health. Yet we all know that we are going to die, and no matter when it happens, in truth it is not all that far away. Certainly most of those who over 50 are clear about this!. But somehow the illusion of immortality lingers, and we figure we can fritter away another 20 or 30 years before we might need to finally start thinking about what we really want to do with our lives, before we actualize becoming the person that we really want to be.
This illusion of immortality also shows up on the collective level. There is a sense of the inexorable march of civilization, the continuing unbroken evolution of life, which tends to be thought of as the evolution and superiority of the human species as opposed to that of all species. This evolution seems to bring a stream of wondrous technological breakthroughs and "improvements" to life, and a sense that life is somehow "self-sustaining." Yet the truth is that history is littered with the ghosts of many cultures, civilizations and indeed whole empires that extinguished themselves entirely through lack of foresight and through non-sustainable lifestyles and policies. In most cases, they did not have the benefit of an advance warning by being able to read about failed civilizations in history books, or learn about proven principles of working with nature and sustainable living. We, in contrast, have had this knowledge passed on to us.
We are truly on the threshold of a "tipping point" for humanity and for life as we know it on the planet. Our collective actions in the next 50 years will determine whether we - and the other key species required for eco-system health - can survive. For the first time in history, we have collectively reached the limit of virtually every important natural resource that we have been using. As a result, many types of eco-systems are in dramatic decline. Many regional eco-systems are already irreversibly damaged, such as rivers, coral reefs, forests, wetlands and topsoil. As our understanding of the complexities of eco-systems deepens, we realize that this regional system collapse is leading to the collapse of larger systems that require diversity and size. Thus, smaller isolated national parks cannot support certain species such as bears and lions that require a large roaming area, indicative of why habitat destruction is the primary cause of species extinction.
Indeed, we have now officially recognized (by a consensus of leading biologists in 1998) that we are in the Sixth Great Age of Extinctions on the planet. For the first time ever, it is caused entirely by the actions of one species (you guessed it, us), and it is happening at a rate that is faster than ever before. At the current rate, it is projected that nearly 25% of all mammal species will be extinct within the next 30 years, and a staggering 50% extinct by the end of the century. Taken as a whole, species have been in existence an average of 2 million years on the planet, and when they are extinct, they are gone forever. Imagine the arrogance to plunge ahead with "development plans" at this current reckless pace, to be part of the extermination of not just millions of living animals, but millions of entire species. Yet one rarely hears this topic of conversation, much less have this make headlines.
So what's the cause of all this? Are we all just short-sighted, selfish monsters, focused only on our immediate needs as we ride into oblivion thus getting what we deserve, much as the string quartet continued to play on the deck of the sinking Titanic? I wonder sometimes... . But at least if some of us are frantically searching for sanity - and increasingly, many of us are - then there is hope. And that hope may well come down to a series of human-induced catastrophies that finally get the full attention - and responsive intention - of a critical mass of people.
We must start with a sober assessment of how it is that we - both personally and collectively - continue to be caught in this web of myopia. Once we have diagnosed the illness, we can apply the requisite medicine and begin the healing journey.
ECOLOGICAL AVOIDANCE SYNDROMES
Ignorance
This is certainly the most innocent of the batch. The condition of the environment does not make the news much, although in places like the San Francisco Bay Area, there is eco-information and events everywhere you go. However, once one learns that they in fact are ignorant about the true, urgent state of the world and what is at stake, then one is faced with a choice: find out more or dive into another syndrome listed below.
Denial
Certainly there is massive denial underway, breathtaking in scope, devastating in effect. It is to be found everywhere we look: in the corporations that place making money over the impact on people, communities and nature; in the politicians who make decisions that will help the financial picture for their short tenure, but harm those who come after (sound familiar?); in the logging and fishing companies that use non-sustainable practices; and in obese people (some 30% of Americans, an historic achievement) who eat junk food and enhance the probability of diabetes, heart disease and low self-esteem.
As long as certain assumptions go unchallenged, denial can maintain itself (the Titanic is not really sinking, it must be making a banked turn). It is the illusion that if it is not in my backyard yet, then it is not really a problem - at least not for me.
Distraction
"When the going gets tough, the tough go shopping." And guess what - the going is getting tough, and will get tougher, and sure enough, merchants continue to make a killing. In the days following 9/11, signs appeared on shop windows proclaiming: "America: Open For Business!" with a shopping bag, as if this were the most important thing that we could now focus on. Incredible! It is still true that on average, Americans watch a whopping 4.5 hours a day of TV, and the tube is on for an average of 7 hours per home. The percentage of "meaningful and substantive" shows on TV - the kind you can actually learn and grow from - is generally about 10%. This means that Americans, on average, are watching close to 30 hours a week of mindless entertainment and fluff.
When something is upsetting, a common strategy is to stay too busy to feel it. The busy-ness may take the form of our work, our food, our shopping, or any other addiction, and as such will make us unhealthy and leave us unfulfilled.
Fear
This is the one at the root of all the others, and rightfully so: it is appropriate to be scared, given the likelihood that we will "end up where we are headed" (to quote a Chinese proverb). Facing our fear bravely is challenging but healthy, and frees us up to take appropriate action. However, if we remain in the grip of fear, then we tend to shut down and turn away from the problem (see Denial above). The US Administration is promulgating a great deal of fear with all the focus on terrorism, and always from the point of view that we must stamp out all the symptoms of it rather than look to see how our actions and policies might be inciting it in the first place.
Cynicism
"What passes for cynicism is a lack of courage" says Kevin Danaher of Global Exchange. Given the grim statistics and trends, not to mention the policies of the Administration, it is tempting to assume that humans ultimately do not have what it takes to turn the world predicament around (or perhaps they just don't care enough about it), or else it would have happened long ago. After all, if the people actually elected President Bush and if so many still support his policies, then it would seem hopeless.
Resignation / Apathy
Many are caught in "but I'm just one person against massive forces - whatever I do on my own won't make a dent in things, so I'm not going to bother" (and it is tempting to go here when we really know the facts). Others have a kind of fatalistic view of life, a destiny one cannot change but must simply give in to (whether it be considered positive or negative). Those who believe in the "divinely prophesized" Apocalypse are in this category. Obviously, this is anathema to taking a leadership role with respect to restoring the planet and being motivated to take the needed action. The apparent legitimacy of this position via religion makes this one difficult to change for many people.
What drives all of these reactions and keeps them in place? Certainly the media plays a key role, as we've already seen. In the US, newspapers and TV news coverage tend to focus on sensational events, not slower but more important processes of change. Thus we hear about hurricanes and floods, but not much about topsoil depletion, the large dead zones opening up in the oceans, the hole in the ozone, the death of the coral reefs, etc. Hurricanes and floods come and go, as they always have, but these new massive changes that we have set in motion are monstrous and will continue to grow and wreak devastation unless we unite and act to stop them.
How do we break through these impasses? There is no easy solution or magic pill, but we can start with insisting on honesty and passion in our communications. If we knew that there actually was a fire burning in the bow of the ship we were on, all communication would be passionate and precise, directed fully on putting out the fire. As the different fires that are burning down our eco-systems continue to rage hotter and larger, all of us will eventually feel the heat burning our faces - it will eventually be in everyone's backyard. And then, finally, we will collectively wake up to our obvious priorities and get into gear for the firefight and the subsequent recovery like never before.
THE PRESCRIPTION
Diagnosis
The key to jumpstart the change of our current situation is a good understanding of the syndromes of inaction that are so rampant today and where we personally stand in relation to them. If we can identify and admit to our own particular strategy of avoidance, then we can take proactive steps and get involved in putting out the fires.
Get Informed
There are so many excellent resources on the nature of the problems and what needs to be done about them. These informative resources include websites, books, documentary videos, educational events, and best of all, travel to areas where you can directly experience the environmental degradation (although it may indeed already be evident in your neighborhood) and witness those who live without even the basics for a decent, healthy life. The good news is that there is a lot of agreement on viable solutions and the means to actualize them, though we still clearly lack the collective political will to implement these solutions.
It is also crucial to become aware of the many proposed alternative models to existing conditions. A better world is indeed possible, and an increasing number of organizations are coming up with workable designs and blueprints for a sustainable future that includes all parties.
Examples of these organizations include:
	The Earth Charter Initiative - the Earth Charter is a remarkable global doctrine for sustainability ( www.earthcharter.org)
	Business Alliance for Local Living Economies - strategies for attaining healthy,sustainable economies for local communities ( www.livingeconomies.org)
	The International Forum on Globalization (IFG) - they have written a landmark book that defines workable economic models, Alternatives to Economic Globalization ( www.ifg.org).


Get involved
By making a personal commitment, we can all be part of turning the tide, wherever we are, starting now. Whether it is teaching our children to take care of the things we use, or being conscientious about which companies we support through our purchases, or being passionate in our conversations, or writing letters to our Congress members, or adopting a simpler, low impact lifestyle, we can all do our part. There are a number of important campaigns being coordinated by non-profit public interest organizations that we can support with our time and money.
Examples of these organizations include:
	Global Exchange - Fair Trade products, campaign for oil independence and social justice ( www.globalexchange.org)
	Rainforest Action Network (RAN) - protection of the Rainforests, campaign to require that paper companies don't buy old growth forest timber ( www.ran.org)
	Action Coalition for Media Education (ACME) - media reform, fair and balanced news reporting ( acmecoalition.org)


We are the only species systematically destroying our own habitat, and destroying countless others with it.
Enough is enough. We are sick. We have the diagnosis. Join me in taking the medicine.
By Vinit Allen, director of the Sustainable World Coalition
Originally posted on the Sustainable World Coalition (www.swcoalition.org) Website
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Was the Club of Rome wrong?


Mon, 2006-11-06 12:40 by admin 



Professor John Quiggin (JQ) states states "we canâ€™t protect the environment unless we are willing to accept a radical reduction in our standard of living". Sorry, but I cannot accept this statement. If you define a high standard of living as 'owning stuff', then you are simply wrong. If our standard of living is so great, why is it we have to spend so much money repairing people? Why is there so much depression?
Our modern lifestyle is crap! I know, because on the whole I have divorced it. I have never been happier than since I quit working (for a wage of course, at the age of 46!) June next year, I will ditch my car, and I canâ€™t wait! Finally organised so I no longer need it.
I grow much of my own food (spent $50 shopping in the last 2 weeks), am totally water and energy self sufficient (apart from the 60L of petrol I still use a fortnight), and I'm debt free. Free of the economy. I need so little money to live on, it's amazing! I'm also so healthy now, I havenâ€™t even so much as had a cold in over two years (I'm 54 now). Once I'll have ditched the car, my footprint will be sustainable. Totally. And my living standard is the best it's ever been. I do what I want, when I want, well almost. Just give me six more months.
JQ then goes on to say: On the one hand, claims that we are bound to run out of resources, made most vigorously by the Club of Rome in the 1970s, have repeatedly been refuted by experience. Most natural resources have actually become cheaper, but even in cases where prices have risen, such as that of oil, the economic impact has been marginal, relative to the long-run trend of increasing income. The recent increase in the price of oil, for example, might, if sustained, reduce income by about 1 per cent, or around 4 months of economic growth.
Really JQ? Weâ€™re not running out of resources? So they fall out of the sky to replenish do they? I donâ€™t know where youâ€™ve heard commodity prices have been falling. Theyâ€™re all up! Copper wire has doubled in price just this year (I know, Iâ€™m still building my house). Gold, silver, zinc, lead, nickel, all up, all past their peak of production most likely. Supply can no longer meet demand, just as the Club of Rome predicted! Why is it they are always mis-quoted? They tried about six different models of growing resource use, and every model predicted a collapse of civilisation within 100 years of their report, 1970. We are now 35% of the way into this period, and they are bang on!
But of course, you're an economist JQ, and you measure everything with dollars! I'm an energy man, and I measure everything in MegaJoules (MJ). So when you say the increase in the price of oil will reduce income by about 1%, I say so what? What if you can't drive to work because of shortages, how much will your income be reduced then?
By ABARE's very own figures, unless a shitload of oil is found very very soon, Australia could be totally out of the stuff within six years. It will then be all imported, just as everybody else in the world wants a piece of the action.
Worse, as we 'run out' and slide down the backside of Hubbertâ€™s Peak, the quality of the oil worsens (thicker, sourer) and the depths at which it needs to be extracted from get deeper and deeper, such that more and more energy has to be wasted to distil it to the standard we have all become accustomed to. The same applies to all resources. The easiest and best resources get used first, known as the low hanging fruit syndrome.
Furthermore, food volumes produced on this planet have been in decline for five years straight. Of course, the number of people keeps going up at about 4 Australias per annum. So less food is available, and the price goes up. But sheâ€™ll be right JQ, market forces will ensure that we with the most money will always be able to get our lot... . Hang everyone else.
Your precious economy is on the brink of collapse. Right now. Yes, the end is nigh. Inflation and interest rates rises will see lots of people going bankrupt as they can no longer fuel their 4WDâ€™s, and nobody wants to take them off their hands.
Your statements on air quality are also fanciful. All weâ€™ve really done is export the pollution to where all our 'stuff' is now made, namely China.
Do yourself a favour JQ, buy a copy of "Limits to Growth", and read it again (you have read it, right?).
#comment-85242">Posted originally by Mike Stasse on John Quiggin's blog site http://johnquiggin.com in response to an article Against the Doomsayers".
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'Left Wing' ABC bias


Sun, 2006-10-29 14:09 by James Sinnamon 



Originally #comment-39315">posted on John Quiggin's blog on 10 Dec 2005

Crispin #comment-39305">wrote : "of course there's left-wing bias in the ABC."

I don't think so. It is 'left wing' in a sense compared to the other newsmedia, but in absolute terms it sits far to the right of what was once considered the middle ground.

I happen to agree with David Marr when he said once in a talk on Radio National late last year that good journalists had to be naturally suspicious of established powers the status quo, and therefore, by definition, left wing. He went on to say, "If you aren't left wing, then get another job!"

ABC journalists should not be concerned about accusations of left wing bias, or even right wing bias, for that matter. They should just get on with the job of properly scrutinising all public figures be they of the right, left, centre, extreme centre, or wherever.

ABC Radio journalist Catherine (spelling?) Jobe did this brilliantly prior to the elections of 1996, where she, in turn, savagely tore to shreds both the Labor Government Health Minister and the Shadow Health Minister. She brilliantly exposed, one after the other, their hypocrisy and self contradiction. Even though I had intended to give my preferences to Labor ahead of the Coalition, I did not mind one bit that her questioning of the Labor Health Minister was so devastating. She could not possibly have been accused of unfair bias, although I suspect her style of journalism would have been seen as a far greater threat to this Government than any perceivable timid pro-Labor bias in any of today's crop of ABC journalists.

Given the appalling record of this Government, that would have been previously unimaginable, since the day it came to office, the ABC has been derelict in its duty in not having been a little more 'left wing biased' when dealing with this atrocious Government and its ministers.

Had they done so, more people would have seen right through the Government by the 1998 elections at the very latest, and its reign would have been no more than a bad memory from the distant past by now.

Rather than the ABC's 'left wing' bias being the subject of controversy, it would have been the right wing extremism of most of the commercial newsmedia which would have been put under the public spotlight.

Postscript : Petition to save The GlassHouse

I received this e-mail from someone in the Illawarra region on the NSW coast south of Sydney:


Following the standing down of a senior ABC Illawarra Radio presenter and producer as a result of a complaint from Sen Fierravanti-Wells and the axing of the Glasshouse TV show, 10/10 letters to the editor in today's Illawarra Mercury are about the ABC. Only one supports the demise of the

Glasshouse, the other nine support the Friends of the ABC position on these issues.

In addition, the paper's prime opinion piece features details contained in a media release from the FABC Illawarra Branch about the very local (but with national implications) issue of the suspension from air of an ABC presenter as a direct result of a complaint from the biased Senator.

We need to keep up this pressure Australia wide.



The petition is at: www.ipetitions.com/petition/savetheglasshouse

The signatures are at:

www.ipetitions.com/petition/savetheglasshouse/signatures.html 

For further information, see The Shallow End and saveourglasshouse.wordpress.com.
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Media Release - 29th September is Save the Koala Day but what is there to celebrate?


Wed, 2006-09-27 21:21 by admin 



29th September is Save the Koala Day but what is there to celebrate about?
Since the beginning of the twentieth century we have placed koalas survival at risk. In Queensland there was several open hunting seasons, 1915, 1917 and 1919, with one million taken in 1919. In 1927 the Queensland government allowed 584,738 koalas to be taken for skins. By the 1930s the koala was extinct in South Australia and since then we have had tollways and now urban expansion, with the SEQ koala declining from Common to vulnerable.
But isn't the koala safe under new state planning laws setup to protect the koala, Nature Conservation (Koala) Conservation Plan 2006 and Management
Program 2006 - 2016?
Well! Since 1995 there has been many state planning policies setup allegedly to protect the koala.
State planning policy 1/95 : Conservation of koalas in the Koala Coast.
State planning policy 1/97 : Conservation of koalas in the Koala Coast.
State planning policy 1/05 : Conservation of koalas in Southeast QLD.
SEQ Regional Plan. Interim Guideline: Koalas and Development.
However, in the last seven years during the time of these plans and within the Redland Shire, the heart of the Koala Coast an area supporting one of Australia's most significant koala populations, the koala population has declined by 47% in urban areas and and total drop of 31% in the Koala Coast. During this time the SEQ koala has gone from common to vulnerable.
Will the Nature Conservation (Koala) Conservation Plan 2006 and Management Program 2006 - 2016 stop the decline of koalas?
Mr. Baltais spokesperson for the Wildlife Preservation Society of Queensland Bayside Branch said, "No, the Koala Plan will not stop clearing of koala habitat or the significant death toll of koalas due to cars and dogs."
"The new plan is almost silent on dog control. The new plan provides no evidence that effective safe wildlife crossings will be implemented but it appears standard 1.5 metre high dry culverts will be used, these are next to useless." said Mr. Baltais.
Mr. Baltais said, "In the Koala Conservation Area, the area with the alleged greatest protection, 100's of hectares of bushland will be lost to urban development, quarries and road upgrades. In one residential estate alone 168 hectares of koala habitat and Endangered Regional Ecosystem will be cleared for houses."
The Koala Plan says it will allow development though albeit sustainable and sensitive to koalas.
Mr. Baltais said, "We are in numerous court appeals trying to stop inappropriate development promoted as sustainable by developers and supported by the state government. These claims are far-fetched nonsense claiming development can enhance the natural environment."
Mr. Baltais said, "Will the Nature Conservation (Koala) Conservation Plan 2006 and Management Program 2006 - 2016 stop the decline of the koala? No it will not."
Simon Baltais
Wildlife Preservation Society of QLD Bayside Branch
Mb: 0412 075 334
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Are we approaching the peak of human knowledge?


Mon, 2006-09-18 10:32 by James Sinnamon 



This is a copy of a post to the Energy Resources mailing list in response to an article by John Horgan The Final Frontier in Discover Magazine of September 2006, which challenges the accepted wisdom that human knowledge can expand forever without limit are included below. To the contrary, the article and the post argue that we stand to lose most of the knowledge we have gained over the past few centuries as our society very likely collapses due to the destruction of our natural capital caused by our industrial system.
I don't entirely accept its pessimism. I think that there is a chance that its most grim predictions can be avoided if we can begin to change the direction of our society soon. A necessary first step would be to challenge the predominant ideology of neo-liberalism which has been the rationale for handing across so much power from elected governments to unelected corporations in recent decades, the most striking and disastrous example being the privatisation of Telstra.
---
On "The Final Frontier"
Hello Everyone,
The latest issue of Discover Magazine contains a very important article by John Horgan's titled, "The Final Frontier: Are we nearing the limits of knowledge? A new investigation seeks the truth behind an old scientific taboo":
http://www.discover.com/issues/oct-06/cover/
Though the article's subject matter generates a lot of heated argument from scientists, John Horgan is merely stating the obvious: Humans are not omniscient, therefore science is limited.
What John Horgan has noticed is diminishing marginal returns for scientific research. The most dramatic example of science's diminishing returns, notmentioned in the article, is seen in NASA's degeneration following the monumental accomplishment of the Apollo project. Technological optimists really did believe that walking on the moon was merely a stepping stone to bigger andbetter things: A lunar base, colonization of Mars and exploration of space. Since Apollo, however, NASA has remained stuck in Earth orbit, and it has done so very poorly with an obsolete and deadly Space Shuttle technology.
There's a distinct possibility that the Peak Human Space Flight occurred back inthe 1970's.
Why is science experiencing diminishing marginal returns? In the article, David Lee or Cornell University is quoted, "Fundamental discoveries are becoming more and more expensive and more difficult to achieve." In other words, human scientific efforts have already obtained nearly all of the cheap and easy knowledge, most of the expensive and difficult knowledge, and is now encountering the prohibitively expensive and hence impossible knowledge.
But the most important observation in the article:
"The 'that's what they thought then' response implies that because science advances rapidly over the past century or so, it must continue to do so, possibly forever. This is faulty inductive reasoning. A broader view of history suggests that the modern era of explosive progress is an anomaly -- the product of a unique convergence of social, economic, and political factors -- that must eventually end. Relativity theory prohibits travel or communication faster thanlight. Quantum mechanics and chaos theory constrain the precision with which we can make predictions. Evolutionary biology reminds us that we are animals, shaped by natural selection not for discovering deep truths of nature but breeding."
Any thinking person should recognize that limits exist. The general public, however, has been fed a steady diet of science-fiction optimistic misconceptions. People really do believe that humans have an infinite capacity to increase knowledge and technology, and also that technological solutions will always materialize just-in-time (seconds before disaster during a television program's climax).
A further illustration of the limits of science:
"The greatest barrier to future progress in science is its past success. Scientific resembles the exploration of the Earth. The more we know about our planet, the less there is to explore. We have mapped out all the continents, oceans, mountain ranges, and rivers. Every now and then we stumble upon a new species of lemur in an obscure jungle or an exotic bacterium in a deep-sea vent, but at this point we are unlikely to discover something truly astonishing, like dinosaurs dwelling in a secluded cavern. In the same way, scientists are unlikely to discover anything surpassing the Big Bang, quantum mechanics, relativity, natural selection, or genetics."
Which is to say: The great era of human exploration is nearing its end. We've explored the entire Earth and filled in every tiny hole of the world's map, and we've explored the Universe intellectually and have filled in almost all of the knowledge which is available to humans by our scientific efforts. In previous generations, the next logical step in exploration involved leaving the Earth and colonizing space, but the harsh reality is that space is not compatible with human life. We're stuck on the Earth and quickly exhausting the Universe's supply of human knowledge.
Which brings up an important question: What happens when human intellectual growth ends? I suppose that humans will begin to forget what we knew, a process which likely has already begun. For example, there's a tremendous amount of information on the Internet, but all of this knowledge is transient and once it is lost, it is often lost forever.
John Horgan is an optimist. He explains his idealistic dream at the end:
"Most exciting to me, scientists might help to find a solution to our most pressing problem, warfare. Many people today view warfare and militarism as inevitable outgrowths of human nature. My hope is that scientists will reject fatalism and help us see warfare as a complex but solvable problem, like AIDS or global warming. War research -- perhaps it should be called peace research -- would seek a way to avoid conflict. The long-term goal would be to explore how humanity can make the transition to permanent disarmament: the elimination of armies and the weapons they use. What could be a grander goal? "In the lastcentury, scientists split the atom, cracked the genetic code, landed space craft on the moon and Mars. I have faith -- yes, that word again -- that scientists could help solve the problem of war. The only question is how, and how soon. Now that would be an ending worth celebrating."
In response, all I can say is: It's about damn time!
After spending the last ten thousand years providing humans with the knowledge and technology necessary to kill each other at an ever-escalating rate which reached its peak with Mutually Assured Destruction threatening to drive the species to nuclear extinction, will scientists now bring peace to humankind?
Scientists are intelligent people, how is it possible that they have failed to notice that humans were busy killing each other? Scientists knew, of course, and they were eager to assist the process. The technology of warfare was not gained by Divine inspiration, the great intellects of humankind have devoted their minds to inventing tools of violence. None of the weapons of mass destruction would exist except by scientific research specifically directed for that purpose, the most famous example of which was the horrendously successful Manhattan Project.
Scientists are still busy today inventing the military's technological toys. These scientists are well aware of the goals of their research. They have become wealthy by virtue of killing plenty of humans. Those cluster bombs are deadly effective because scientists have made them so.
So John Horgan would have science bring peace to the world. This is a futile dream. Human violence is a byproduct of human nature, and therefore beyond the reach of science or any of the other tools of human intellect (philosophy, ethics, religion, etc). Science cannot purge violence from Homo Sapiens any more than science could change the sky from blue to pink.
Humankind's future is not one of glorious ascent from the Earth to the stars. No, humankind has a dismal future of descent from space travel to the depleted, polluted dirt which will fail to feed nine billion+ people and thereby bring about a catastrophe much worse then the Apocalypse. There's lots of suffering coming but no glory. Over the next several centuries humans will forget much of what we have learned and lose nearly all of the technologies made possible throughout the cheap, abundant fossil energy period.
Was it worth it? That's what I would like to know. Did we destroy the Earth and our own future for a worthwhile cause? At this point in which life is so easy(for the prosperous people of the world) it all might seem worth it, butbillions are allowed to suffer. In the future, prosperity will come to an end and the formerly prosperous people will suffer like everyone else. At that point,I suppose, people will begin to realize that we humans are fools, and that wehave doomed our species to Hell on Earth by destroying so much for so little.
Our gains are transient, our losses will endure. A day will come in which humans will really need to have healthy ecosystems to provide their food supplies, but they will find that previous generations have so destroyed the environment that their ecosystem cannot possibly sustain humans. What will they think of us, then?
They are going to hate us. We will represent a physical manifestation of Satan to them. And for good reason, the price of our technological "heaven" will bepaid in their living Hell.
We have destroyed humankind's future and driven our species to the brink of extinction. Human footprints on the moon won't mean much when there are no longer any human footprints on the Earth.
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Population, immigration, the private property market and housing affordability


Fri, 2006-09-15 14:00 by James Sinnamon 



This is part of an an ongoing discussion over housing affordability and population growth on Online Opinion in response to an article "A crisis in housing affordability"by Queensland Democrats Senator Andrew Bartlett. I am posting here, in part, because of inflexible rules limiting the size and quantity of contibutions on Online Opinion. Other posts can be found here.
---
Foundation,
No, our raising of the issue of population is not an attempt to hijack the discussion and steer it in a different direction. If property speculators, who wish to drive up the cost of housing, believe that immigration driven population increases achieve that as I have extensively shown, then I would have thought that we are entitled to also argue that that is the case.
You wrote:
"Over the last decade, the supply of new dwellings (~1.8 million dwellings) has exceeded underlying demand from population growth (~2.2 million persons), yet prices have risen dramatically. This would be evidence enough for a qualified economist to rationalise that population growth is not increasing the cost of housing, only the STOCK of housing."
Firstly, it needs to be pointed out that statistics from the ABS, presuming that that is where you got them from, have become less reliable due in part to the outsourcing of their collection at airports.
Nevertheless, in a superficial sense, if we accept these figures they seem to suggest that immigration pays for itself and that only factors other than immigration are causing the current housing hyper-inflation. If we take a narrow view that doesn't take account of the costs to our natural environment and which equates the ever more cramped and ever more shoddily built 'dwellings' of today, lacking outside sheds and gardens, with the free standing homes, many on quarter acre blocks, that were the norm a generation or more ago, then this may have some validity.
However, we can't. For a start, immigrants don't bring with them their own land, particularly land in pleasant locations next to natural beauty and/or amenities(aka 'positional goods'), and this, rather than 'dwellings' is the commodity that property speculators ultimately speculate on, and the value of this investment has clearly skyrocketed as a direct consequence of increased population size. Furthermore, it would be reckless and irresponsible to implement policies to achieve affordable housing which disregard the costs to our natural environment and long term sustainability.
[bookmark: continuation]The arrival of an additional 2.2 million did not somehow cause the additional natural resources necessary to construct their dwellings and to support their ongoing lifestyles to appear from nowhere. They did not bring their own concrete, clay, fossil fuels, metals, all of which are finite non-renewable resources and they did not bring their own water and topsoil.
Each of us needs 100 times our own body weight of water each day if we take into account all the food we eat according to Fred Pearce, author of "When the Rivers Run Dry". That is why South East Queensland, which has added 1,000,000 to its population in the last 15 years is currently in the grips of a water supply crisis.
The people who have monopolised the land and other essential natural resources are clearly counting on the arrival of new immigrants to drive up the price of land and housing regardless of the consequences for many current members of this society and for our long term sustainability. The evidence suggests we may have already exceeded the limits past which our long term sustainability is threatened, particularly given that the export of non-renewable mineral resources upon which our economy depends is adding to global warming.
We certainly should not sit back and allow an already bad situation to become worse.
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Planning Changes will ruin Melbourne - letter to The Age


Sat, 2006-09-02 13:39 by quark 



This letter was printed in The Age Newspaper on Friday 1 Sep 2006
The latest planning proposal to waive the necessity of council approval for "minor" projects such as pergolas, single storey extensions and swimming pools (bid to defuse anger on planning, The Age, 30/80 sounds like a response to a situation that is out of control.
Reducing the control of planning authorities for these projects paves the way for building chaos in suburbia with people's freedom to build coming at the expense of the amenity of their neighbours. Alternatively where neighbours agree, it could well be at the expense of the general amenity of the suburb as low standards may be shared by those two neighbours.
There is now no refuge for Melbourne residents. There is nowhere to move where anything will stay the same. Every suburb is being filled with units. Only the very wealthy who can afford a large property can be guaranteed reasonable amenity as we had in past decades.
We are being forced to lose Melbourne's renowned liveability and amenity because of forced population growth, encouraged by the State government,and accommodated by Melbourne 2030.
Jill Quirk
President - Sustainable Population Australia (Victorian Branch)
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